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In the past decade, hormonal therapy has been advocated in the palliative management of patients with metastatic breast cancer; reports of temporary palliation have been published from many centers, and a wide discrepancy between the incidence of subjective and objective improvement has been noted.

In a preceding paper,24 it was pointed out that metabolic studies are an important aid in defining the course of malignant disease in the patient taking the effect of therapeutic agents, and in studying their mode of action. The mineral metabolism of patients with active osteolysis has been characterized by elevated urinary calcium and phosphorus excretions and negative balances.3 At times, excessive rates of demineralization exceed the ability of the kidneys to excrete calcium, resulting in hypercalcemia.24 Conversely, patients with osteoblastic metastases have characteristically subnormal urinary calcium excretion and a tendency to maximal calcium retention.1 On occasion, patients with osteolytic metastases may spontaneously have temporary phases of bone repair, evidenced by a metabolic behavior that approaches the calcium-retentive traits seen in osteoblastic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. If the hormone were to encourage the remineralization of osteolytic areas, the process would be evidenced by improvement in the mineral balances.

After metabolic studies in the pretreatment phase, testosterone was administered to six patients with osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. To assess whether the results attained were specific for breast carcinoma, a tumor that is presumed to be influenced by hormones, control studies were performed with patients having other types of malignancy. A patient with extensive osteolytic metastases secondary to leiomyosarcoma of the vulva who was given testosterone. A male patient with multiple myeloma was given estrogen therapy initially and later testosterone. Finally, the effect of radiation castration was observed in a premenopausal patient with osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma.

The various effects observed are illustrated by the cases reported in this paper.

NITROGEN RETENTION INDUCED BY TESTOSTERONE WITH MINIMAL IMPROVEMENT IN CALCIUM BALANCE

Case 1. A 50-year-old white woman, had extensive osteolytic and pulmonary metastases secondary to leiomyosarcoma of the vulva that had been resected three years previously. Metastases, which progressed slowly, were noted a year later. At no time during the course of the disease were major complications, such as severe anemia, pathologic fracture, or hypercalcemia, noted.

Metabolic studies were conducted for a total of 153 days (fig. 1). At that time, the patient was ambulatory and in a fairly good nutritional state. The pretreatment phase lasted for 21 days, during which the patient was in slightly positive nitrogen and phosphorus balance and in negative calcium balance with a moderately elevated urinary calcium excretion.

Upon the administration of testosterone, a total of 2.25 gm. in 45 days, urinary nitrogen excretion dropped immediately, resulting in a highly positive nitrogen balance. The calciumuria was somewhat decreased, so that the calcium balance was slightly less negative.

The studies were then discontinued for 62 days during which time testosterone was not administered. In the first 15 days after the resumption of studies, the nitrogen and phosphorus balances were similar to those observed in the first pretreatment phase, but the urinary and fecal calcium values were lower than previously. Upon the additional administration of 1.8 gm. of testosterone in 36 days, an immediate drop in urinary nitrogen and phosphorus excretion was again noted, resulting in a positive nitrogen and phosphorus balance. The calcium excretion, however, showed no further change.

To observe the possible favorable effect of testosterone on the mineral balance if an adequate supply of calcium were furnished, the daily administration of testosterone was continued in conjunction with an increased calcium intake. In this patient the presumption did not prove to be correct. Although the anabolic effect of testosterone on the nitrogen metabolism was still clearly demonstrable, the urinary calcium remained unaffected. The calcium balance became positive but to an extent no greater than that observed when calcium intake was increased without the additional administration of testosterone.24 With increased fecal calcium elimination, more phosphorus was now excreted through the stool and the phosphorus balance became somewhat less positive. These changes are similar to those seen in patients on a similar dietary calcium:phosphorus ratio who did not receive testosterone.

This case illustrates a definite anabolic effect of testosterone on protein metabolism. It induced a total retention of 194 gm. of nitrogen corresponding to 1,213 gm. of protein. The patient gained only 1.2 kg. of body weight in this phase. No major changes were noted in the patient's clinical condition and laboratorv data with the exception of roentgenograms which showed slow progression of osteolysis. No major improvement of the calcium metabolism was induced by testosterone.
MINERAL LOSS INDUCED BY TESTOSTERONE IN SPITE OF NITROGEN RETENTION

Case 2, a 57-year-old postmenopausal woman, had carcinoma of the left breast. Radical mastectomy, followed by radiotherapy, was performed and the patient was asymptomatic for four years, when extensive osteolytic metastases with spontaneous hypercalcemia developed. Testosterone was then administered but resulted only in temporary symptomatic improvement followed by progression of symptoms and findings. When admitted to the hospital, the patient was in hypercalcemic crisis. Testosterone was discontinued and intravenous fluid administration begun, resulting in a return of serum calcium and blood urea nitrogen values to normal levels, decrease in pain, and ambulation. At this time, the patient showed evidence of weight loss, masculinization, extensive osteolytic metastases with rib and vertebral fractures, diplopia, and blurred vision. The renal function, as measured by urinary concentration and urea clearance tests, was unimpaired.

Metabolic studies began two and one-half months after the discontinuation of testosterone and were conducted for nine periods totaling 54 days. The data are illustrated in figure 2. The pretreatment phase consisted of six periods, three on a low calcium intake and the next three on a higher calcium intake. In this phase, the nitrogen balance was in equilibrium. The phosphorus balances showed a retention on a low calcium intake which changed toward equilibrium on an increased calcium intake. This change was mainly caused by an increase in fecal phosphorus and followed the trend which has already been described.3a The urinary calcium excretion was subnormal in the first three periods, indicating at bone repair. In periods 4 to 6, the urinary calcium excretion tended to rise, but remained within normal limits. The calcium balance was only slightly negative on a low calcium intake. Minimal utilization (10%) of calcium gluconate was achieved in periods 4 to 6, resulting in only slight improvement of the calcium balance. The testosterone phase was clearly characterized by gradual decrease in urinary nitrogen and improvement in nitrogen balance. In contrast to the nitrogen retention, the mineral loss occurring during testosterone therapy. Hypercalcemia occurred in the initial period of testosterone and increased progressively to excessive values accompanied by hyperphosphaturia. The excess urinary calcium and phosphorus loss approximated the ratio of these minerals in bone. The rate of mineral break-down exceeded the urinary excretion, resulting in hypercalcemia. The calcium and phosphorus balances became progressively negative.

Metabolic studies had to be discontinued for 11 days, at which time the serum calcium rose to 18.9 mg. per 100 cc. and the blood urea nitrogen to 74.8 mg. per 100 cc. Urinary collections were resumed for two periods when only intravenous feeding was feasible. Although a trend toward improvement in serum calcium and blood urea nitrogen levels was achieved, the patient died several days later of uremia. In the last period, almost 0.9 gm. of urinary calcium was excreted daily. At autopsy, marked nephrocalcinosis was found.

MINERAL AND NITROGEN LOSS INDUCED BY TESTOSTERONE

Case 3, a 47-year-old woman, underwent a left radical mastectomy two years prior to metabolic studies. Soon after the operation, osseous metastases were noted and the patient became bedridden with pain. The administration of 0.8 gm. of testosterone resulted in a cessation of menses but produced no symptomatic improvement. Subsequent radiotherapy to the lumbar spine and pelvis did not produce relief. Five months later, after a hypercalcemic crisis which improved after parenteral fluid was administered, testosterone therapy was reinitiated, the patient receiving a total of 4.1 gm. over a nine-month period. This therapy provoked hypercalcemia (15.1 mg. per 100 cc.), hypopotassemia (6.7 mg. per 100 cc.), nausea, vomiting, and dehydration. Testosterone was discontinued, and parenteral fluid and potassium were administered, resulting in a return to normal of the serum calcium and potassium within three weeks. However, anorexia and vomiting persisted, the blood urea nitrogen was 24.5 mg. per 100 cc., and the patient sustained a pathologic fracture of the left femur.

Ten days later, at the time metabolic studies began, the patient had been bedridden for 22 months and was in poor nutriti...
of the increased urinary phosphorus. The nitrogen balance became negative due to nausea, vomiting, and the decrease in food intake.

With the discontinuation of testosterone, vomiting became less severe. However, the urinary calcium and phosphorus excretions increased still further, reaching a peak of 0.94 gm. and 1.043 gm. per day, respectively, six weeks after the discontinuation of testosterone. Clinically, during this phase, the patient showed a progressive downhill course. Accelerated tumor growth was evidenced by a rapidly enlarging nodular liver. Hypercalcemia, azotemia, and negative mineral balances persisted until death which occurred 12 weeks after the discontinuation of the hormonal therapy.

In summary, this case illustrates the metabolic behavior of a patient recovering from a previous hypercalcemic crisis induced by testosterone and in whom definite attempts at bone repair were observable. Reinstitution of testosterone induced another hypercalcemic crisis with excessive bone breakdown which persisted even after hormone therapy was stopped.

**IMPROVEMENT IN CALCIUM BALANCE INDUCED BY DIETHYLSILBESTROL; IMPROVEMENT IN NITROGEN BALANCE INDUCED BY TESTOSTERONE**

Case 4, a 67-year-old white man, had multiple myeloma with extensive osteolysis. Ten weeks prior to the onset of metabolic studies, a compression fracture of the seventh thoracic vertebra caused paraplegia. A course of radiotherapy to the dorsal spine did not relieve pain nor did it improve the paraplegia.

Metabolic studies were performed for 288 days (fig. 4). In the four periods prior to treatment, the patient was in a state of positive nitrogen balance and of phosphorus equilibrium. The urinary calcium excretion was moderately elevated, averaging 0.212 gm. per day, and the balance was negative.

During the following 54 days, 15 mg. per day of diethylstilbestrol (" stilbestrol") was administered intramuscularly, totaling 0.81 gm. Urinary nitrogen excretion increased slightly and the balance became less positive. The phosphorus balance did not change. The urinary calcium excretion dropped promptly and reached values at the lowest limits of normal, resulting in improvement of the calcium balance.

Therapy was then discontinued during the following 54 days. The nitrogen balance returned to the previous pretreatment level. The phosphorus balance remained unchanged. Urinary calcium excretion rose slightly and the balance was slightly more negative.

For the following 60 days 50 mg. of testosterone was administered daily, totaling 3 gm. Urinary nitrogen excretion decreased promptly and greatly improving the nitrogen balance. Urinary calcium and phosphorus decreased slightly, resulting in minimal improvement of the mineral balance.

In the succeeding 18 days of study, calcium gluconate was administered orally to increase the calcium intake, and testosterone administration was continued. The urinary nitrogen increased slightly, resulting in a somewhat less positive nitrogen balance. The phosphorus balance did not change significantly. The urinary calcium excretion did not change. However, ap-
proximately 80% of the increased calcium intake was retained, resulting in a reversal to positive calcium balance.

Studies were interrupted for 35 days, during which time no hormone was administered. Upon resumption of studies in period 36, the patient was found to have elevated urinary calcium excretion (0.281 gm. per day) and negative calcium balance, with the urinary phosphorus approximately in balance. Metabolic data which show that active customization of the added calcium did not change the calcium balance but improved the calcium balance with 45% utilization of the added calcium. When diethylstilbestrol was again administered, 0.54 gm. in 36 days, together with calcium gluconate, urinary calcium values decreased, calcium balance further improved, and utilization of the added calcium was 67%. As in the previous course of diethylstilbestrol therapy, the nitrogen excretion rose and the balance was less positive.

In summary, the data illustrate the metabolic behavior of a patient with advanced multiple myeloma and marked osteolysis. Diethylstilbestrol administration improved the calcium balance but only slightly affected nitrogen and phosphorus metabolism. Administration of testosterone improved nitrogen retention but had only minimal effect on calcium and phosphorus metabolism. However, supplementation of the calcium intake resulted in a high rate of utilization of the added calcium. After the effect of hormonal therapy had subsided, mineral catabolism was again evident. Subsequent administration of diethylstilbestrol was shown to achieve the same mineral anabolic effects as were obtained previously.

**IMPROVEMENT IN MINERAL BALANCE INDUCED BY RADIATION CASTRATION**

Case 5, a 38-year-old white woman, had extensive osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. A radical mastectomy followed by radiotherapy was performed. Osteolytic metastases were noted one year later and the patient was admitted to the metabolic ward for further study.

Metabolic studies were performed for 225 days (fig. 5). The course of the patient can be divided into three distinct phases: (1) osteolytic crisis before castration (periods 1 to 13), (2) beneficial effects of castration with metabolic data suggestive of bone repair, and (3) recurrence of osteolytic activity.

In the first phase, excessive bone breakdown is clearly evidenced by high and continuously increasing urinary calcium and phosphorus excretion and a progressively more negative mineral balance. During period 9, the urinary calcium and phosphorus excretion reached a peak, with negative mineral balances. The excretion of calcium and phosphorus did not keep pace with the rapid rate of bone breakdown, resulting in hypercalcemia and hyperphosphatemia.

After 21 days of observation, radiotherapy was administered to achieve castration, 1,000 r to three pelvic portals. The patient's last pretrial period occurred in period 10. In period 13, 36 days after the completion of radiotherapy, a sudden improvement in the mineral balance occurred. The urinary calcium excretion dropped from 397 to 36 mg. per day, and progressively declined to subnormal levels. The calcium balance improved and became only slightly negative, as is normal with a low calcium intake. The nitrogen and phosphorus balance also improved. The attempt at bone repair is evidenced by a subnormal urinary calcium, a calcium balance approximating equilibrium even on a low calcium intake, and by rising serum alkaline phosphatase values.

This second phase, in which the patient experienced the greatest beneficial effect of castration, lasted 66 days. The urinary calcium and phosphorus excretion then increased progressively. The mineral balance became more negative, indicating renewed bone breakdown. In an attempt to improve the patient's calcium retention, she was placed on an oscillating bed and her low calcium diet was supplemented with calcium gluconate given orally. However, utilization of the supplemented calcium was only 21%; the urinary calcium continued to rise, and the calcium balance remained negative, despite the higher intake.

The danger of pathologic fractures, radiotherapy, 3,000 r to both femora, was administered during periods 31 to 36. The urinary calcium and phosphorus continued to rise until period 35 and then began to fall slightly. Upon the completion of radiotherapy, the urinary mineral excretion improved still further, although the patient was still in negative calcium balance, even on a high calcium intake. It is to be noted that this second phase of osteolysis, occurring after castration, was not as severe as the osteolytic crisis seen while the patient was still menstruating.

In summary, this case illustrates the improvement in mineral metabolism upon radiation castration of a patient in an osteolytic crisis. This favorable effect, however, was only temporary, and further bone breakdown occurred. The patient was then placed on the aid of an oscillating bed and a higher calcium intake. Subsequent local radiotherapy at the beginning of a second osteolytic phase may have prevented, for a time, further excessive bone breakdown.

**DISCUSSION**

To observe some effects of malignancy on metabolism and evaluate the action of therapeutic agents, 42 patients were studied in the metabolic ward. Of this group, 24 patients had extensive osteolytic malignancy, 8 had osteoblastic metastases, 5 cancer patients had no bone metastases, and 5 patients had nonmalignant disease. Five cases in this series are reported here to illustrate certain points.

Previous reports have presented data which show that active osteolytic secondary to malignancy is characterized by hypercalcemia, hyperphosphaturia, and negative mineral balances. In cases of extremely rapid bone destruction, these metabolic trends are accentuated by the loss of calcium and phosphorus. If the calcium is exceeded, and hypercalcemia results. It has been demonstrated that the mineral catabolism of osteolytic metastases is not specific for any one type of malignancy but is characteristic for all malignancies that cause bone destruction. Metabolic evidence has been presented showing that even advanced malignancy is characterized by periods of spontaneous remissions and exacerbations.

In bone metastases that cause an osteolytic response, the metabolism is characterized by extremely low urinary calcium excretion and a calcium balance more positive than normal. Data from this study indicate that in osteolytic metastases is manifested by calcium and phosphorus metabolism that approaches normal and, with rapid bone repair, will even approximate the extreme calcium retention seen in osteoblastic cases.

The present study was conducted to evaluate the effect of hormonal therapy in patients with osteolytic metastases. In assessing the results obtained, an attempt will be made to differentiate between specific effect of the hormone on tumor and nonspecific effect on demineralizing bone. Previous metabolic studies have defined some factors that influence osteogenesis. The skeletal system of normal adult is in a dynamic equilibrium of resorption balanced by an equal rate of new bone formation. Some of the factors influencing osteogenesis are: (1) dietary intake of the building blocks of bone, (2) absorption from the intestinal tract into the blood stream, (3) utilization of the building blocks by the bone influenced by such endocrine factors as pituitary growth hormone, gonadals, thyroid, parathyroid, and adrenocortical hormones; (4) functional use of the skeleton; and (5) excretion of minerals.


Numerous clinical investigations have been conducted on the therapeutic effect of hormones in human breast cancer. Surgical or x-ray castration has resulted in clinical improvement of 20 to 56% of premenopausal women with breast carcinoma.\(^5\) Castration has also resulted in improvement of some male patients with breast cancer.\(^2\) Haddow and his collaborators reported great improvement in patients with advanced breast cancer receiving estrogen therapy, and serial biopsies of a few patients showed histological alterations suggesting regression of tumor cells.\(^3\)

The Committee on Research of the American Medical Association has undertaken to assemble the data of its cooperating investigators on the effects of steroid hormones in the treatment of breast cancer.\(^1\) In a total of 285 patients with metastases treated with androgenic or estrogenic hormones, the response noted was in 62%. Objective improvement in soft tissue lesions was observed in about 20%. Objective improvement in osseous lesions was reported in 18%. In a total of 144 patients treated with estrogen, subjective improvement was reported in 60%. Objective improvement in soft tissue lesions was noted in 43%; a number of osseous lesions showed improvement.

However, there have also been clinical reports suggesting tumor promotion by hormones. Cancer of the breast has appeared in male\(^5\) and female\(^6\) patients receiving estrogens. Apparent acceleration of tumor growth was noted in patients with metastatic breast cancer receiving estrogen or androgen therapy.\(^27\)

Case 1 is a study of the effect of testosterone in a patient with extensive osteolytic metastases secondary to leiomyosarcoma of the vulva. The androgen induced retention of protein and had a slight mineral-anabolic effect. Since this effect is similar to the one expected in a patient with postmenopausal osteoporosis, and since leiomyosarcoma is assumed to be a tumor that is not controlled by hormones, it may be assumed that the favorable effect of testosterone in this case is not a specific tumor-inhibiting effect.

Case 2 is a study of testosterone therapy in a postmenopausal patient with extensive osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. Testosterone had the seemingly paradoxical effect of inducing nitrogen retention together with mineral loss causating hypercalcemia. If it were assumed that testosterone induced protein anabolism in tumor tissue, the accelerated rate of tumor growth in the osseous metastases would account for the increased bone breakdown.

Case 3 is a study of the effect of testosterone in a postmenopausal patient with osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. The pretreatment phase illustrates the tendency toward spontaneous bone repair in a patient with advanced malignancy. This favorable phase was interrupted by the administration of testosterone which promptly induced accelerated osteolysis and hypercalcemia. The accompanying protein catabolism was due to anorexia; the decreased food intake, nausea, and vomiting resulted from hypercalcemia. These catabolic factors outweighed whatever protein-anabolic effect the androgen might have had.

As in the previous case, the osteolysis may have been caused by a tumor-promoting effect of testosterone. However, it must also be considered that the hormone may have had a direct mineral-catabolic effect as reported in mice by Gardner and Pfeiffer.\(^8\)

Case 4 is a study of the effects of estrogen, and later androgen, in a patient with multiple myeloma. Estrogen induced mineral anabolism, but did not improve the nitrogen balance. Androgen promoted protein retention, but improved the calcium balance only slightly. This patient was paraplegic and bedridden at the onset of studies and considerable mineral catabolism could be attributable to osteoporosis of disuse. Since multiple myeloma is not considered to be a tumor that is hormonally controlled, the beneficial effects of hormone therapy cannot be considered to be due to tumor inhibition. As in case 1, the favorable effect achieved may not be assumed to be specific for tumor, but rather one of remineralization of osteoprotic areas.

It was reported previously\(^28\) that 30 to 40% of the ingested calcium gluconate was utilized in patients with osteolytic breast cancer metastases, a rate similar to that observed in normal persons.\(^29\) In case 4, when calcium gluconate was administered

24. Footnotes 1st. and 2nd.
with testosterone, the rate of utilization was 80%, indicating the anabolic effect of testosterone. Tracer studies with radioactive calcium and phosphorus are planned to further elucidate this point.

Case 5 is a study of the effect of radionuclide castration in a premenopausal patient with extensive osteolytic metastases secondary to breast carcinoma. This artificial menopause induced a definite, but temporary, improvement in mineral and protein balance. It is likely that the palliation achieved was due to tumor inhibition caused by castration.

In none of the six patients with breast cancer who received testosterone during metabolic studies was a beneficial therapeutic effect achieved. Testosterone accelerated osteolysis and induced hypercalcemia in three cases. This small series cannot be used for a statistical evaluation of the efficacy of testosterone therapy. Since the purpose of the study was to define the mechanism when testosterone had an unfavorable action, four of the cases selected for study had previously had adverse effects from androgen therapy. Statistics have been submitted from other centers on the beneficial clinical effects of testosterone.

From the data presented, it appears that testosterone therapy of advanced breast cancer may be most beneficial to those patients in whom it slows down tumor growth and induces recalcification of demineralized areas. A favorable response may also be expected from patients in whom the hormone improves the osteoporosis by which it does not affect the tumor. However, clinical and metabolic evidence is available to indicate that androgen or estrogen may accelerate tumor growth. In these instances, a more rapid downhill course may result from hormonal administration, with pain, anemia, hypercalcemia, tendency to fracture, and accelerated growth of metastases. There does not appear to be any specific criteria that will enable prediction of the therapeutic response to testosterone in a given patient with breast cancer. Therefore, precaution in the administration of hormonal therapy is indicated, with close clinical and laboratory follow-up.

SUMMARY

1. To study the action of testosterone under controlled conditions, metabolic experiments were performed in six patients with breast cancer with osteolytic metastases.
2. Control studies were also performed in three patients with extensive osteolytic malignancy. Testosterone was administered to a patient with breast carcinoma, and diethylstilbestrol, and later testosterone, was administered to a patient with multiple myeloma. A premenopausal breast cancer patient received x-ray castration.
3. Testosterone induced accelerated osteolysis and hypercalcemia in three patients with breast cancer.
4. Testosterone induced nitrogen retention in the patient with lymphosarcoma, with minimal improvement in calcium balance.
5. Diethylstilbestrol improved the mineral balance of the patient with multiple myeloma. Testosterone induced nitrogen retention, with slight improvement of the mineral balance.
7. The mechanism of these favorable and unfavorable responses to alteration in the hormonal balance has been discussed.

Patient-Physician Relationship.—The essential ingredient of a lasting patient-physician relationship is time, time skilfully apportioned so that the garrulous are not allowed more nor the inarticulate allotted less. When we begin to hurry our patients the bond that is normally strengthened through listening and understanding is weakened. And when we introduce production line methods we are no longer physicians, just licensed pill-peddlers.

The sick sense being hurried and resent it. More than anything else they want us to grant them the warm sympathetic hearing they deserve. Denied this, they search elsewhere, anywhere, for an attentive ear.

To trim time solely to see more patients per day is to develop in the direction of greater mechanical efficiency and lesser diagnostic proficiency and the net result is that patient satisfaction shrinks as time spent is reduced.—W. S. Reveson, B Time, q.s., Detroit Medical News, March 17, 1952.